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Abstract
Computational calculations were performed for study the
structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of the
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N compounds in the cubic
zincblende phase, using density functional theory. The
calculations were carried out by means of the pseudopotential
method, employing computational Quantum ESPRESSO code.
The density of states show that the compounds have a halfmetallic character. The calculated total magnetic moments of
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N were 2.0 µβ and 4.0 µβ per
cell, respectively, the mainly being contribution to the total
magnetic moment the 3d-V orbital. The computational
calculations predict a Curie temperature of ~ 410.8 °K, which
is higher than room temperature. The results suggest that, AlN
doped with V is a promising candidate to be a good diluted
magnetic semiconductor material.
Keywords: Half-metallic ferromagnetism, diluted magnetic
semiconductor, electronic and magnetic properties.

INTRODUCTIÓN
The aluminum nitride (AlN) is semiconductor material, has
been studied theoretical and experimentally. The AlN have
high thermal stability, high melting point, high thermal
conductivity, large bulk modullus, high chemical stability, very
strong bond strength, and low compressibility. Due to these
properties, along with its large band-gap energy, AlN has
potential technological applications for high-temperature
transistors, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in the violet, blue, and
green regions, lasers, and optical detectors [1, 2, 3]. Actually,
AlN is widely used in the semiconductor industry, and many of
its potential applications are a reality. Some electronic and
optoelectronic devices are now available commercially [4],
such as green [5] and blue [6] LEDs and lasers [7].
Additionally, in recent years several theoretical investigations
[8–17] and experimental studies [18–27] have found that AlN
doped with transition metals (TM) [28–30] turned out to be a
good diluted magnetic semiconductor for use in spintronics
devices. All these studies of TM-doped AlN were made in the
wurtzite structure, because the wurtzite phase is the ground
state of AlN. however, recently there has been a lot of interest
in AlN in the zincblende structure, because AlN-zincblende has
been grown by different experimental techniques, such as solidstate reaction [31], molecular beam epitaxy MBE [4], the

vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) route [32], and reactive pulsed laser
deposition [33]. Though it is expected that AlN zincblende
applications will be similar to those developed for AlN
wurtzite, many researchers have found several advantages of
the zincblende over the wurtzite structure [34–36], because the
zincblende phase of AlN doesn’t have a polarized internal
electric field [37], due to its high crystallographic symmetry.
The absence of an internal electric field in AlN zincblende
improves its electronic properties, because of higher carrier
mobility, higher drift velocities, and better doping efficiencies
[34–36]. At the same time, there are additional advantages for
group-III semiconductors in the cubic phase; for example, in
GaN zincblende its was found that there is a reduction in the
radiative radiation time by two orders of magnitude compared
to GaN wurtzite [38]. In spite of cubic AlN have better
performance and the technological developments for the
growth of AlN in zincblende structure are now available, very
few theoretical researches have been made for zincblende AlN
doped with V [39]. In this paper, we focus our study in the
structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of AlN
zincblende doped with vanadium in the concentrations of
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N, due to possible use as
diluted magnetic semiconductor material.

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
We performed calculations using the Quantum ESPRESSO
computational code [40] based in the pseudopotential method
[41, 42] within density functional theory (DFT) [43, 44]. The
correlation and exchange effects between electrons were taken
into account with the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [45]. For the
expansion of the electronic function in plane waves, we used
values of kinetic energy cutoff and charge density of 40 Ry and
400 Ry, respectively. Brillouin zone integrations were
performed with the special k-point method over a 6×6×12
Monkhorst-Pack mesh [46] for a unit cell. To simulate pristine
AlN in the zincblende structure, we constructed a 2a x 2b x 1c
supercell with 32 atoms (fig. 1). For the concentration
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N one and two Al atoms were
replaced by one and two V atoms respectively, in the supercell.
For the pure AlN compound and Al0.0625V0.9375N, and
Al0.125V0.875N concentrations, were performed a vc-relax type
calculation in which all atoms in the supercell move in the three
directions and the same time the lattice constants the supercell
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are varying. All calculations were carried out with spin
polarization, and the optimization process ended when the
forces became smaller than 10-4 eV/Å. The convergence
threshold for self-consistent field iteration was 10-5 eV.

Figure 1. Conventional unit cell of pure AlN in the
zincblende structure. Source: Authors

We note that in the Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N
compounds, the equilibrium lattice constant diminishes slightly
with respect to pure AlN-zincblende compound. This occur
because the radius of the V atom (1.34 Å) is smaller than the
atomic radius of Al (1.43 Å).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Structural properties
To evaluate the equilibrium parameters, such as the lattice
constant (a0), bulk modullus (B0), and total energy (E0) of
pristine AlN, Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N in the
zincblende phase, we carried out a minimization process of the
total energy using vc-relax calculations. All calculations were
carry out with spin-polarized. Additionally, in order to establish
the magnetic phase most stable for the Al0.125V0.875N compound
the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases
were calculated, several AFM configurations with different
spin orientations were considered until obtaining the most
stable structure.
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According to the values of the total energy for the Al0.125V0.875N
compound in Table 1, the FM phase is smaller than the AFM
one. The energy difference between the FM and the AFM
phases is defined as ∆E = EAFM - EFM, about 354 meV.
Therefore, the ground state of V-doped AlN-zincblende is
ferromagnetic.
In order to check the relative stability for Al0.0625V0.9375N, and
Al0.125V0.875N in the zincblende structure, we estimated the
formation energy for each concentration, the formation energy
is definite as [30]:

E f  EV :AlN  EAlN  mEV  mEAl
Where, EV:AlN, EAlN, EV and EAl are the total energies of V-doped
AlN, pristine AlN zincblende, cubic center body bcc-V and
cubic center face fcc-Al. m is the number of V atoms that
occupy the positions of the Al atoms. The calculated values of
the formation energy for a single o pair V doped AlN
zincblende, namely, Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N
concentration were: 2.712 eV and 5.058 eV, respectively.
When comparing the formation energy for the formation
energy in the zincblende structure calculated here with the
formation energy in the wurtzite structure of 2.49 eV and 4.91
[52], we observe that they are close. This, as well as the
moderate values for formation energy of Al0.0625V0.9375N, and
Al0.125V0.875N compounds indicate that can be easily grown.

Table 1: Lattice constant, bulk modulus, total energy of
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N in the zincblende structure.
Compound

In the table 1 are listed the resulting the equilibrium lattice
constant, bulk modullus and total minimum energy along with
experimental and theoretical recent reported. We obtained for
the lattice constant 4.3815 Å for AlN-zincblende, in
comparison with the experimental value 4.3700 Å [51], the
error in lattice constant was ~ 0.263%, while the maximum
discrepancy with value reported theoretically. 4.3790 Å [49]
was ~ 0.13%. In both cases, the difference is less than 1%.
Therefore, the calculated lattice constant pure AlN-zincblende
is in very good agreement with reported experimental and
theoretically values. For the calculated value of the bulk
modullus, 206.52 GPa the error in comparison with
experimental value 202.00 GPa [51] was ~ 2.23%. We
observed that the value of the calculated bulk modulus here is
closer to the experimental value than those reported by other
authors; hence the values reported for the lattice constant and
the bulk modulus are acceptable.

Electronic Properties
The band structure and spin-polarized density of states (DOS)
along the symmetry path of pristine AlN, Al0.0625V0.9375N, and
Al0.125V0.875N in the zincblende structure were calculated with
the equilibrium lattice constant show in table 1. The band
structure and DOS are shown in the fig. 2, and fig. 3,
respectively. Where we have chosen the Fermi Level as zero of
energy.
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In Fig. 2(a), we can see that pristine AlN-zincblende is an
indirect band gap semiconductor material, with the top of the
valence band located at the X point and the bottom of the
conduction band located at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone.
The calculated value of energy band is 3.37 eV, which is very
close to previous theoretical results 3.38 eV [53], 3.40 eV [54]
and 3.36 eV [55].

Figure 2. Band structure in the zincblende phase
of (a) pristine AlN, (b) AlC0.0625N0.9375, and (c) AlC0.125N0.875.
Source: Authors.

Fig. 2(a)-(b) shows the spin up and spin down band structure of
the Al0.0625V0.9375N and Al0.125V0.875N concentrations. The band
structure exhibits a half-metallic character, with the spin down
being semiconducting and the spin up being metallic. Above
the Femi level, the band structure exhibits a dispersed band.
Due to the spin up orientation’s being partially filled, there are
enough states behaving like free holes. Consequently, these
compounds have 100% spin polarization of the conduction
carriers and satisfy this requirement for use as spin injectors
[56-58].
In the fig. 3(a) and fig. 3 (b) it is observed the DOS of
Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N, when one ant two V atoms
occupy the positions of the Al atoms. With the DOS, it is
verified once more that the compounds exhibit a half-metallic
character, because only the spin channel (spin up) crosses the
Fermi level. The DOS of the Al0.0625V0.9375N and Al0.125V0.875N
compounds shows that the spin density is mainly situated
around the V atom, with a minimum contribution of the firstneighbor N atoms. For this reason, near the Fermi Level the
mainly contribution to total DOS comes from of 3d-V orbital
with minor contribution of 2p-N orbital. The hybridization and
polarization between 3d-V and 2p-N generate a magnetic
moment finite in Al0.0625V0.9375N, and Al0.125V0.875N
compounds, with values of 2.0 µβ and 4.0 µβ per cell. The
values of magnetic moment are integers, this confirm that the
half-metallic ferromagnetic character of the compounds. The
mechanism by means of which the half-metallic ferromagnetic
state is stabilized in V-doped AlN in the zincblende structure
can be explained as follows: When an Al atom is replaced with
a V atom in the zincblende structure, four N atoms surround the
vanadium atom, thereby the V atom is located in a tetrahedral
symmetry generated by the N atoms, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
Additionally, the crystal field theory ensures that, the
tetrahedral symmetry splits the five energy levels of the 3d
orbital into three-fold high-energy degenerate states (dxy, dxz
and, dyz) called t2g and two-fold low-energy degenerate state
(𝑑𝑧 2 and 𝑑𝑥 2−𝑦2 ) denominated eg [59]. At this point, it is
pertinent to remember that the V atom has three valence

electrons located in the 3d-orbital. Therefore, two occupy the
doubly-degenerate state eg and one occupies the triply
degenerate state t2g. The low-energy eg state is fully occupied,
while the high-energy t2g state is partially filled (just 1/3). Due
of this the Fermi energy is located in the lower part of the t2g
state and leaves two electronic states per V atom empty (as
shown Fig. 4(b), in which we can see the split between eg and
t2g due to tetrahedral symmetry for both up-spin and down-spin,
but not shown are electrons located in the eg or t2g states of the
down-spin, because in accordance with the density of state, Fig.
3, close to the Fermi level there is no contribution from the
down-spin). Hence, the fact that the high-energy t2g state is
partially filled indicates that the ferromagnetic ground state is
associated with a split due to a symmetric tetrahedral, and with
the double-exchange mechanism (which was well explained by
Dietl et al. [60, 61]), these two processes stabilize the
magnetism in V-doped AlN-zincblende. Similar magnetic
behavior has been found for other group III nitride
semiconductors such as BN, AlN, and InN in the zincblende
structure doped with transition metals, for example Boukra et
al. [62] and Espitia et al. [63] in their studies of the
B0.9375Mn0.0625N and B0.9375V0.0625N compounds, respectively,
while Doumi et al. [39] found the same behavior for
Al0.9375Mn0.0625N and In0.9375Mn0.0625N and for Al0.9375Fe0.0625N
and In0.9375Fe0.0625N.

Figure 3. Total and partial DOS for (a) Al0.0625V0.9375N,
(b) Al0.125V0.875N. Source: Authors.

As we can see in the DOS figure, the magnetic moment resides
mainly on V atom, being the magnetic moment 2.0 µβ/V-atom
in tow stoichiometric. A similar result was obtained in a firstprinciples study of Mn-doped GaN in the zincblende structure
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with a total magnetic moment of 2.0 µβ. In this compound, the
main contribution to the magnetic moment is attributed to the
atom of Mn [39].
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